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Odisha 2013 diary 

Anil K Rajvanshi 
anilrajvanshi@gmail.com  

 

1. I was invited in late November by NIST, Behrampur to give two lectures.  One to 

250-300 Odisha board class XI/XII toppers as part of DST based INSPIRE 

program.  And the other to give lecture on Distributed Electricity as part of the 

national seminar on Smart Grids that they were holding. 

 

2. We stayed in Gopalpur-on-Sea which was recently devastated by Phailin super 

cyclone.  All along the highway from Bhuvaneshwar airport to Gopalpur we saw 

huge number of trees uprooted on both sides of the road. 

 

3. However nowhere we saw any trees blocking the roads or fallen on any house.  In 

fact we saw that the destruction to property was minimal. Locals told us that in 

matter of days the rapid action force moved in and cleared the debris. Odisha 

provided a clear case that even the worst natural disaster can be easily handled 

when government acts with speed, purpose and sincerity.     

 

4. Though no outward damage to people and property was visible, Gopalpur area 

suffered from electricity shortage and poor communication. Though 

communication towers were restored quite early (BSNL connection for cell 

phones was still erratic while we were there), reliable electricity was still a 

problem and most of the hotels in Gopalpur and the NIST campus itself was 

running on diesel generators. 

 

5. Gopalpur is a small seaside village resort.  It is about 15-20 kms from Behrampur 

where NIST is located.  The poverty of locals is seen to be believed. 

 

6. The village is dotted with small ponds which are used both by human beings and 

animals.  It is really pitiful to see villagers drink that filthy water, wash their 

clothes in it, use it to brush their teeth besides taking bath in these small ponds. A 

common site was to see dozen buffaloes also swimming in it. It seems nothing has 

changed for last 5000 years in the poor parts of India! 
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7. Gopalpur beach is quite long but dirty.  The locals use it as a gigantic shit house. 

Hence walking on it was quite an exercise and we had to watch all the time where 

we were going. 

 

8. The lecture to class XI/XII students was very enjoyable with lively 

question/answer session.  Though it is an INSPIRE program where DST tries to 

encourage students to take up pure science stream, yet most of the students 

wanted to go for engineering and medical stream. 

 

9. After Gopalpur we spend two lovely days at Puri beach.  The hotel called Hans 

Coco Palms was excellent with fantastic food.  Also the walk on the beach and 

adjoining road called “Marin Drive” was really great.  Somehow the stretch of 

beach in this area was quite clean.   

 

10. The visit to Puri also gave us an opportunity to see the famous Konark Music 

Festival.  We attended the 1st day of the festival and since it is a Government run 

program, hence it suffered from babugiri.  It started late because the extremely 

obese Minister of Tourism waddled one hour late.  And as usual he left in the 

middle of program with hundreds of his chamchas in toe. Besides being a rude 

gesture it bothered the program onstage.  

 

11. The dance recital was an ordinary fare with nothing great to write home about.  

Not many great performers came on the first day. 

 

12. Before the Konark festival we also saw the sand castle competition. Quite a 

number of nice sand sculptures were made by the local artists.  It was billed as 

international festival because few very ordinary artists from abroad also came.  

The local Indian sculptures were far superior to those made by foreigners.  
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